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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are down -1.5% ahead of today’s open. European stocks sank to a
5-month low on rising virus cases and tighter lockdowns (see headlines below). The VIX jumped 10% and
trades near $37. Institutional investors positioned themselves ahead of this election for a while now. Is
anyone plowing into equities with so many unknowns? They bought the dip after a hard sell-off on Monday,
so we’ll see what today brings. A failed stimulus deal isn’t helping matters, but we did get some positive
vaccine news from Pfizer and Novavax. GE is +6% pre-market after earnings. Stock was -36% YTD after
yesterday’s close. Microsoft is down 2% after reporting surging demand. MSFT was +35% YTD. Oil is lower on
the weak economic outlook along with bearish US inventory data. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -46.40, 10-Yr
Yield: 0.758%.
Here is an interesting nugget from DataTrek Research on indexes. We mentioned SAP getting waxed on
Monday, dragging down Germany’s index:
“SAP was 11% of the MSCI Germany index last Friday. SAP’s 11.7 percent YTD gain up to that date had helped
this country index back to unchanged on the year. Then SAP had a lousy quarter and the stock fell 23 percent
on Monday. The MSCI Germany Index declined 4.5 percent, with SAP’s gap lower responsible for 60 percent of
that drop. Now, the MSCI Germany Index is down 6 percent on the year. Takeaway: SAP/MSCI Germany is a
great case study in how single stock concentration risk is actually more prevalent in smaller country
indices than large ones like the S&P 500. Other examples: LVMH is 9.4 percent of MSCI France, Enel (electric
and gas utility) is 23.3 percent of MSCI Italy, and Iberdrola (also a utility) is 23.1 pct of MSCI Spain. “

CORE Headlines:
 President Trump acknowledges that a stimulus deal will not come until after the election as talks
have mostly ended.-WaPost
 France considering one month national lockdown amid rise in coronavirus infections, which could take
effect on Thursday.-Reuters
 There was a second night of violence and looting in Philadelphia after a fatal police shooting there.CBS (What a disaster. Mayor and DA are a joke. Saddest part is I had to read about it in the NY Post
yesterday. No mention in the Phila. Inquirer.)
 Tropical Storm Zeta is expected to strengthen to a category one hurricane before impacting the Gulf
Coast.-Weather
 Fallout from missed rent payments is threatening a swath of the US population, as the expiration of
eviction bans draws near—the national eviction ban and some state and city protections are set to
expire, leaving renters on the hook for months of missed payments, which many will struggle to pay.WSJ
 The coronavirus pandemic has accelerated trends that were already underway in the IT industry,
including cloud computing, software as a service, and workplace flexibility, and those trends will gain
steam in the year ahead as the world continues to deal with the pandemic, says market research firm
IDC.-IBD
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Eli Lilly said it signed an agreement with the U.S. government to supply 300,000 vials of its
experimental antibody drug to treat COVID-19 for $375 million.-Reuters
Analysts say there’s still hope for the movie theater industry this year, despite dismal domestic box
office sales and climbing coronavirus cases—the country’s two biggest markets, NYC and LA, could
provide a jolt if they reopen before the end of 2020.-NYP
A US medical task force recommended that adults should start screening for colorectal cancer
routinely at the age of 45, instead of waiting until 50, reflecting the sharp rise in the number of colon
and rectal cancer.-NYT
Corporate America’s most powerful lobbying groups are calling for patience after the election, saying
it could take days or even weeks for a final tally, though Trump said it would be “totally
inappropriate” if ballots were still being counted after Election Day.-FT
More than 66M people in the US have already voted in the presidential election, part of a surge in early
voting procedures that were created in response to the pandemic, and despite concerns that worries
about the coronavirus would keep people from showing up to cast ballots.-FT
Prior to the 2016 presidential race, 15 top players in Silicon Valley—including Reid Hoffman and Eric
Schmidt—together had donated about $7M in total federal contributions, but over the past two years
alone that figure has risen to more than $120M.-Recode

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Eat This: What happens to your body when you walk every day https://bit.ly/2HuY82g
 Visualist Capital: What big tech companies know about you https://bit.ly/37Jz3Lo
 USA Today: You can get a small 3D printed studio apartment for $100k https://bit.ly/2HEqVBl
 FT: An epic Adirondacks adventure. Cool story. https://on.ft.com/3jA6d2o
Charts from The Daily Shot:
US manufacturing momentum has carried over into the fourth quarter, with regional Fed indicators
pointing to robust factory orders in October.

Source: @DoubleTGolle, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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The combination of the regional Fed surveys indicates a strong month for manufacturing at the
national level (ISM).

Source: Yardeni Research
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The Dallas Fed’s service-sector index shows robust business activity in the region.

US services have performed remarkably well, given the pandemic spike. Will we see a pullback in November? Here is a
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comparison between the US and Eurozone service business activity (PMI).

Source: The Daily Feather

Consumer confidence softened in the second half of October but remains stable in the face of the
COVID spike.
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Many Americans have been using credit cards to pay rent.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

The nation’s prime-age population has been relatively flat since 2007. This development has been
(and will continue to be) a drag on the GDP growth. (Immigration anyone?)
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some updates on the housing market.

• Home price appreciation based on Case-Shiller data:
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Home price appreciation based on FHFA data:

Total housing inventory per household (tight supply):
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New single-family houses sold but not yet started:

Source: @jeffsparshott

A survey from Investopedia shows persistent expectations of a significant market drop within the next
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three months.

Source: Investopedia Read full article

some updates on asset management.

• Low-fee ETF clones:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Domestic equity fund survival rates:

S
ource: @ToddCFRA

Asset management deals: (scale is the only way to survive)
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Source: @ToddCFRA, @cfraresearch, @SPGMarketIntel, @SPGlobal Read full article

Gold and US dollar speculative positioning trends have diverged.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @DeutscheBank

Will Brent crude hold the $40/bbl support?
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Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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Background checks to purchase firearms:

Source: Reuters Read full article
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Election spending:

Source: Statista
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This year’s shift in supermarket shopping behavior:

Source: @A_Riley17, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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